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Figure 1: Tuple benchmarks for creation and scan.

The first compiler change is in desugaring: (a, b, …) trees
(and types) are transformed into nested TupleCons(a, TupleCons(

b,TupleCons(…, Unit))) trees (and TupleCons[…, Unit] types).
A new miniphase is added lated in the compilation pipeline to op-
timize TupleCons expressions into single apply and unapply calls.

This solution has an important drawback: it breaks binary com-
patibility. Indeed, the type of every tuple expression goes from
scala.TupleN[…] to dotty.TupleCon[…, Unit]. To reconcile bi-
naries, one needs to do the inverse transformation on types, and
redirect static calls on dotty.SmallTupleN to scala.TupleN. Over-
all, achieving compatibility with existing Scala code was consid-
ered too cumbersome, which lead to the development of a second
implementation. 1

2.2 Second attempt
The second approach was designed to preserve binary compatibil-
ity. In order to reduce the number of intermediate representations,
we discard the dotty.SmallTupleN classes and reuse the existing
scala.TupleN classes directly as part of the new type hierarchy for
tuple. New dotty.Tuple and dotty.TupleCons super classes are ar-
tificially added to scala.TupleN directly in the compiler, and later

1The validity of this first approach could still be assessed using a hack: by hijack-
ing all the tuple types read from Scala2 class files into their new representation, we
managed to successfully compile the entire Dotty test suite. We are therefore confi-
dent in the correctness of the transformations implemented in this first attempt.
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Figure 2: Tuple benchmarks for last and tail.

erased to scala.Product. With this machinery in place, we can
also easily add dotty.Tuple as a super class for Unit, which lets us
reuse the existing Unit type and value as empty tuple. By reusing
parts of the standard library, the new definitions are shortened to
the following:
sealed trait Tuple
sealed trait TupleCons[H, T <: Tuple] extends Tuple
object TupleCons { /* As before */ }

case class LargeTuple[H, T <: Tuple](u: Array[Any])
extends TupleCons[H, T]

Desugaring for (a, b, …) is left untouched for small arities.
Expressions above the MaxImplementedArity threshold trigger the
creation of synthetic scala.TupleN traits and objects. A new mini-
phase is then required to replace all appearances of synthetic tuples
with equivalent expression using LargeTuple.

At the time of writing this second approach is still in develop-
ment, but the progress made so far looks promising and compara-
bly much simpler than the first approach.

3 GENERIC OPERATIONS ON TUPLES
The HList type introduced in section 1 allows us to write generic
operation on tuples. A simple example of such generic operation
is accessing the i’th element of a tuple. This operation inherently
requires dependent types, a dependency that cannot be expressed


